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Richard Van Every <richvanevery@me.com> 
Tuesday, March 26, 2019 12:03 AM 
Layton, Michael; Morris, Scott 
CHAIRMAN Resource 

Subject: [External_Sender) Re: Getting REAL with whats cracking at San Onofre 

One other thing .... please hold important meetings in Southern California where functional dialog can take 
place .... 

Thank you, 

Rich Van Every 

www.richvanevery.com 

"What we do for ourselves will die with us, what we do for others is immortal." 

- Winston Churchill 

On Mar 25, 2019, at 9:00 PM, Richard Van Every <richvanevery@me.com> wrote: 

Michael , Scott and Honorable Allison ... 

I request that you no longer mitigate the safety concerns at San Onofre - not even a little. 

You have done so enough .... from fault shims to poor management and now a defective storage 
system that is damaging canisters with no means of inspecting, 
repairing, monitoring or transporting the MPC 37 canisters (they are not actually multipurpose -
given they cannot be opened and inspected internally or monitored for leaks .... an essential 
aspect of safe transport and storage. 

As you know .... Edison is not prepared to off-load a canister .... and would need a hot cell to do 
so. The fuel is too hot to go back in the pools ... so what are you going to do about it? 

Edison has not properly demonstrated they can off load a canister. Your acceptance of a dummy 
canister video they didn't even produce is a discgage and should never be considered acceptable. 

Edison must take responsibility for the faulty and defective Holtec Storage System ... by your 
order - for public safety. This is not what the State of California signed up for. Key information 
was withheld from the permitting from the California Coastal Commission. 

All thin walled canisters should be banned. Thick walled casks mandated. 

Make the right steps now to show the world you can be trusted in your duty. 
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Make the wrong steps now and the truth will be reviled ... .its time to hold Holtec and Edison 
accountable and risk being put on trial for crimes against humanity and beyond. 

Your legacy is in the making. Make it right. 

Go to the senate and advise them of what funding and policies are needed to get up to date and in 
full accountability with safety first! 

Thank you, 

Rich Van Every 

www.richvanevery.com 

"What we do for ourselves will die with us, what we do for others is immortal." 

- Winston Churchill 
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